THE PERFECT GIFT / GRADUATION 2019 / :30 SPOT

Frame 1: Empty cups sit on a table. A party has ended.

Frame 2: Graduation balloons float near the ceiling.
Grace: “Bye guys! Thank you!”
In the distance, an unseen crowd is heard saying “Good-bye”
and/or “Good Luck”

Frame 3: At the back door, we see Grace, 21, closing door and
waving good-bye to the few remaining guests who attended
her graduation party. She pauses, a moment of reflection.

FLASHBACK

Frame 5: Grace approaches the gift and we see her recalling a
memory...
VO: “Throughout the years”

Frame 6: Flashback cut to a 6 year old Grace, with an innocent
wide-eyed look on her face as she approaches an unexpected
gift on the kitchen table.

Frame 4: Grace gathers herself and heads down hallway, but is
stopped dead in her tracks, spotting a gift on the kitchen table.
Then…
(Music starts)

FLASHBACK

Frame 7: Cut back to Grace approaching with remembrance in
her eyes.

Frame 8: Flashback cut to a teen-age Grace, approaching an
unexpected gift on the kitchen table.

VO “He’s always been there”

FLASHBACK

Frame 9: Cut back to Grace reaching for the gift, as the camera
reveals her Dad in the doorway.
VO “In all those moments that mattered”

Frame 10: Medium C/U of Dad with a tender look in his eyes.

Frame 11: Grace picks up gift and begins to open the wrapping.
VO “Whether big...”

Frame 12: Flashback cut to 6 year-old Grace holding her new
set of face paints with her Dad.
VO “…or small”
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FLASHBACK

Frame 13: Flashback cut to teen-age Grace holding her new
ballet pointe shoes, tenderness in her eyes as she looks at
her Dad.

Frame 14: Cut back to Grace opening her gift.

Frame 15: Camera booms up from hands to ECU of Grace’s face
and eyes, allowing us to feel the glow of her smile as she opens
the gift.

Frame 16: Beauty CU shot of the Citizen watch in the gift box.
VO “…the perfect gift” (pause)

VO “He’s always surprised me with …”

Frame 17: Grace, with recognition in her eyes, turns around
knowing who will be there…who’s always been there, her Dad.

Frame 18: A two-shot of Grace and Dad going in for an
embrace.

VO “with exactly what I needed.”

Frame 21: Exterior medium shot of the kitchen window from
yard, the glowing light surrounding Grace and Dad sharing a
moment as she takes her new watch and puts it on.

Tag End Card TBD

Frame 19: Over the shoulder CU of Dad.

Frame 20: Over the shoulder CU of Grace.

